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A Paper/or People who Care about the West

In the wake 01oil shale

Peaches and apples roar back
____ by Ed Marston

.,

Harry Talbott of Palisade,
. Colorado, is in the satisfied,

conciliatory mood of a man
who likes the direction in which his
world ·is moving.

Although his family's Talbott
....Farms is Doe of the area's' largest
landowners, some of his pleasure
comes from. a precipitous drop in the
value of local real estate. That drop
carne in the wake of the oil shale bust,
and' it, allows him and other
established and new growers to buy
land from developers, speculators and
ban)crul?tcy trustees and put fruit trees
on it.

Talbott Farms should take up. all
his time. He and his two sons manage
an -operation which; irrigaies , -fertil-
izes, sprays and picks -ap!?!es anq
peaches off 15,000 trees. Like many
farmers, his "management" is very
hands on; he's easiest to find ar 10.

Palisade divided .. a division Talbott is
now trying to repair by occasionally
praising his former opponents in a
weekly' column he writes for a -local
paper.

p.m ..at his shed repairing a tractor. in, we're friendly and cooperative, but
Despite the hours a large orchard we keep our eyes open" for signs that

requires, Talbott is involved with a the person is interested ·in fruitgrow-
variety of community activiries-ra 'trust "ing over the long haul, and won't sell
that receives. donations of develop- the land once the young trees are
ment rights from property owners who planted or leap to participate in the
wish to keep rheir land in agriculrure; next land boom. . ThankS to Exxon's closure of its
a cooperative that packs and ships Talbott has come by his suspicions - .Colony oil shale project in May,
fruit; and an informal group that takes the hard way: the fruitgrowing 1982, ana th.econtinuing
?ewcomers to fruitgrowing under their community was split during the oil collapse of the- speculative economy
collective wing. Talbott says his group shale boom into those- who wanted to which surrounded the oil shale boom
advises them on what land to buy, sell out the· United Fruitgrowers in the early 1980s, Talbott can afford
what type of trees to plant, and even packing shed in Palisade for its high to be generous. Fruitgrowing is one of
loans them crews to get the ~rees in real estate value, and those who saw the few games. in town.
the ground. the cooperative as an integral part of Palisade is located about IS miles.

The actions are nht' purely their industry. "You sure found out upstream from Grand Junction. The
philanthropic. Fruitgrowing is a who the genuine fruirgrowers were." "stream" is the Colorado River, and
community effort, and, up to a point, Talbott's group won that battle and-he Palisade is at the high end of the
the more growers rhe . better off is now serving his second year as Grand VaHey, 15miles doser to the oil
everyone is. Fellow fruitgrowers are president of the board. shale deposits in the Parachute area
needed to maintain irrigation ditches The struggle over the sale of the '4 than Grand Junction itself.
arid "toproduce enough fruit to "attract packing shed and dozens of other. It. is a pretty town of the type
pickers, agricultural suppliers, buyers s ._battles ....over _,'proposea > subdivisions, - "developers love, bounded on the south
and even political support to the area. splits of fruit orchards into smaller by the Colorado River and on the north

But the growers are careful about parcels of land, and undisguised'
whom they welcome _"If people come political fights left the growers and (Continued on page 12)

Harry, rigbt, and son Charles at a Talbott Farms orchard
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We never know when to officially
announce the results of our twO annual
fundraising appeals -- the Research
Fund and Publishers Fund -- since
contributions come in all yq.r around.
But with the snow gone below 8,009
feet and rhubarb behaving very
.aggressively out in the garden, we
figure this is as good a time as any.

In toto, the two funds raised about
what they did last year -- $32,000 from
approximately 17' percent of the
paper'.s 3,900 subscribers. The
Research Fund brought in $9,000 less
than last year because we "stole'! the
larger contributors from the 1983-1984
Research Fund and promoted them to
the Publishers Fund, which is up
correspondingly. All together, more
people contributed to the paper than
ever before, and we thank you alt.

Elsewhere in the area of statistics,
renewals to High Country News were
65 percent in February, which remains
very high and very welcome.
Renewals have been averaging 65
percent since November, a jump from
the 62 percent they'd been averaging
since June, which ·was itself a jump
from, the 55 percent they'd been
averaging before that.

But the return on our mailing of
sample copies is down, and so we are
going to try something HeN hasn't
done lately: a modest direct mail
campaign. We continue to believe it is
more straightforward to send samples,
but we'';e been convinced that we.
should at . least try a direct mail
campaign. Experts [ell us there are
people who will respond to a letter
describing the paper, and become
loyal subscribers as a result. We shall
see.

Lest you think we've totally
succumbed to the world of huckster-
ism we should mention that we just
maiied a $200 check back to a distant
advertising agency. They plucked our
name out of some list of publications
and sent us' the check and an ad
promoting a local yellow pages
directory. We have only a few readers
in their area of interest, and figure
that as long as we're going to be a
starving non-profit operation, we're
going to starve without the benefit of
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few resident moose. Photographer
David Stump took the above photo
right outside his front door.

inappropriate ads, But it was a tough
decision.

Although we don't have the
statistics, we were told by HeN writer
and alumnus Marjane Ambler that the I

High Country News alumni family has
swelled by one thanks to Mike and
Amy McClure, who had a girl, Molly
McClure, March 30 in Casper. Mike is
now a photographer with the Casper
Star-Tribune.

We'd like to give a belated photo
credit to Ann Garrett of Salt Lake Ciry
for her pictures of Tuscarora, Nevada,
a while back. A;'d although it looks
like spring here in Paonia, and the
deer and elk are retreating up to the
hills, ] ackson, Wyoming, still' has a

Finally, the boom and bust stories
we've been writing are hitting very
close to HCN's home. In the last three
years, the tiny Paonia area lias lost
over 500 underground coal mining
jobs. The latest blow occurred late last
month, when Colorado Westmore-
land, Inc. released. 155 out of 220
employees. The U.S. Steel coal mine
at Somerset is now- the area' s largest
. employer, and the March 18, 1985
issue of HCN described how uncertain
its future is.

--the staff

Forest Service calls Jersey -Iack a victory
The U,S. Forest Service has

decided that the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals ruled in its favor in February
in the ]ersey-J ack road case in Idaho's
Nezperce National Forest (HCN,
3/4/85).

An article in Public Lands
News says the agency decided that the
decision states that timber sales can
lose money without violating the law.
Conservationists had hailed the ruling
for requiring that a cumulative
environmental impact statement be
prepared, showing both the direct
effects' of the road and the effects of'
the logging that the road will make
possible,
A Forest Service spokesman said

that the cumulative EIS ruling applies
only to the J ersey-] ack case; the
agency will not change its policy to
require cumulative EISs in other ~
cases. In the agency's view, the
decision generally supports money-
losing: timber sales but only

leases have been set aside and the
forests barred from further leasing,

The case, which was brought by
attorney Tom France of the National
Wildlife Association in Montana,
appears to be along the same lines as
the J ersey-] ack decision,

specifically requires cumulative EISs,
In another case concerning

cumulative impacts, U.S. District
Judge Paul Hatfield ruled that the
. Gallatin and Flathead National Forests
in Montana must do cumulative
environmental impact statements on
the effect of oil and gas leasing on
several hundred thousand acres. The --the staff

BARBED WIRE r
Who says TV isn't educational?
A first grader identified a picture

of .George Washington as a person
who' 'sells things on television."

Tbis is the town that put itself in a
deep depression betttng on oil shale in
the early 1980s,

Some on the Grand Junction,
Colorado, city council don't want to
participate in a cleanup of uranium
tailings because "it's building a: false
economy."

This way, New York will only lose
its tourists gradually,

Contamination of striped bass by
the carcinogenic PCBs has led New
York state to ban commercial fishing
for the species. But sport fishing will
continue. Otherwise. ., there. would
be a loss of $5 million to the tourist
industry;' a spokesman for Governor
Mario Cuomo told The New York
Times.
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Acid 'pulses' may-have lakes on the rocks

f
I'

A remote mountain lake near
Crested Butte turned acidic temper-
arily last summer .. a shift that other
studies found was a forerunner of
dead, acid- laden lakes. As a result, it
is possible that many mountain lakes
in Colorado may be just a step away
from irreversible acid rain damage.

"It's like bending a paper clip,"
says researcher John Harte. "Even ..
tually they lose the ability to recover."

Harte's finding was one of the
bombshells in the first comprehensive
study of acid rain in the western'
United States. The 50·page report by
the World Resources Institute in
California also cited a~econd
temporarily acidified lake, this one in
Sequoia National Park in California.
And it concluded that acid rain is
threatening much of the West,
including some of its most beautiful
parks and forests. ~

Harte, a co-author of the report
and a professor at the University of
California at Berkeley, has spent five
years monitoring the acidity and the
salamander population at a handful of
lakes near the Rocky Mountain
Biological Lab, II miles north of the
town of Crested Butte. The number of
'salamanders, known to be very
sensitive to acid, has plummeted, the
past two years. Harte suspects acid
rain but says he lacks "compelling
evidence,"

He was one of the first to note acid
"pulses" into lakes during spring
runoff in the mountains, But last year
was the first one in which any of his
lakes lost all their ability to buffer, or
neutralize, the inflowing acid.

During the July runoff, Harte says,
one lake's alkalinity dropped to .zero
and acidity zoomed about 70-fold, to a
pH of 4.9, from 6.4. Had the lake
remained that acidic, biological
damage could have followed, Harte
says, but it reverted to normal in a
month.

Most lakes don't receive that kind
of scrutiny, so it's impossible to tell if

I"
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II. Regions whose
precipitation is
(pH 4.7 to 5.0)

mean annual
highly acidic &] Regions sensitive to acid rain

that ate acidic. Although the
transformation process isn't under-
stood, researchers suspect that
man-made pollution mainly from
power plants and copper smelters is
changed to acid in the atmosphere I

and then falls to earth. Acid rain is
believed to be the reason European,
Canadian and eastern U.S. forests
, may be dying in places; The West is a
high.risk area for acid rain lake
damage because many mountain
lakebeds are formed of rock having
little or no ability to buffer acid.

the California and Colorado reports
are the rule or the exception. But
Robert Yuhnke, attorney and acid rain
expert with the Environmental
Defense Fund, believes it may be tlie
rule. "There's nothing particularly
unique at Harte's lakes. What he's
seeing I 'would suspect probably is
happening at hundreds of other
lakes," Based on events in Scandia-
avia and the eastern U.S., he says,
"Ultimately, the lake will reach a
point where .ir will no Jonger bounce
back."

"Add rain" is the generic term
given to rain, snow or dry particles --Sandy Graham

Utah shrugs off the loss of 2,200 jobs

~ ~ ,
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Utah's business, and government
leaders met the coming shutdown of
the massive and historic Kennecott
Corporation copper works outside Salt
Lake City with complacency, if not
smugness.But the firm's workers were
shaken.

The shutdown, announced March
25, will extend over six months and
end in the layoffs of all but a few of the
surviving 2,200 copper workers at the
Bingham open pit mine and
.conceiltrator (HCN, 3/18/85).

The closure will wipe out a $100
million 'annual payroll. Utah leaders
said the state has almost 700,000 jobs
and will create'25,000 more this year,
blunting the effect of the shutdown.
However, the Kennecott jobs are
high-paying industrial ones; the new
jobs are in the service and high-tech
areas .and pay little m'lre than
minimum wage ..

The Deseret News said the layoffs
are thelatest chapter in a,40-year-Iong
process of de-industrialization in
Utah. Twenty years ago, Kennecott
represented one third of the Salt Lake
County economy. Kennecott, owned
by Sohio Oil, blamed high labor costs,
but said it might proceed with
modernization and possibly re-open if
copper' prices, now at 67 cents it

pound, improve. Kennecott is corn-
peting against lower wages and richer
foreign ores, as well as a strong U.S.
dollar.

Workers interviewed by the paper
were doubtful they would ever work
for Kennecott again and ironic·
about their future. One said, "Now we
can do what our relatives and friends
have told us to do for years .. we can
make something of ourselves."
Because workers' with the least
seniority have already lost their jobs,
these last layoffs affect mostly older
men, A Utah specialist in economic
development said the men will enter a
job market which has changed greatly
in the last 20 years. '

"High school dropouts used to get
high to middle income jobs at places
like Kennecott. The shutdown means
you just 'can't get upper' and
middle-income jobs without an
education. " Kennecott workers earn
$13.51an hour in wages and $9.87 in
benefits. At a "copper summit"
meeting in Albuquerque this January,
the 13 unions at Kennecott said they
offered to give up' $10,000 a year per
worker in wages and benefits, But
Kennecott, the unions ~said, wanted
more and the deal-collapsed.

KeflneC'lII's .copper smeller --EdMarstofl

HOTUl\TE
Trading symbols

Idaho Sen. Jim McClure recently
received a bouquet of dead flowers
and a zero ranking from the The
League of Conservation Voters
because he failed to support any of the
major environmental legislation pro-
posed last year. McClure retaliated by
sending the League a stacked deck of
cards and a list showing his concern
for the environment. The League
ranks all senators and representatives
by how they voted on critical
.environmental issues such as toxic
waste disposal, synthetic fuels
subsidies, energy taX credits and
nuclear exports. Scoring below 12
percent were Republican Senators
Steve Symms, Id., Malcolm Wallop,
Wy., Paul Laxalr, Nv., Chic Hecht,
Nv.,Jake Gam, Ut., and Orrin Hatch,
Ut., which gave the Rocky Mountain
'region the lowest average of the
nation. The League awarded planters
of live flowers to legislators with
outstanding "green record~.'· Most
represent New England states.

High-tech privies
~Io
E-.:~,0'....... ,

\

Solar toilets were a success last
year at the 12,800-foot-high Boulder-
field campsite in Colorado" s Rocky
Mountain National Park, so much so
that the site will be open again in
1985. The fragile alpine ecosystem
with its thin layer of topsoil cannot
tole tate heavy human use, and cold
temperatures and lack of water ruled
out conventional toilets. Flying out
wastes by helicopter also proved risky
and expensive. But because. of the
solar toilets, the Park Service says that
21 people a day will be permitted to
use the campsite beginning July 4.
"Should the amount 'prove too much of
a load on toilet capacity," Superin-
tendent J ames B. Thompson warns,
the limit will be reduced. Last year
solar toilets in the park were used
approximately 5,000 times, according
to data recorded by strategically
located counting devices .

....

Red Rim fence dispute
continues .

The famous Red Rim fence in
Wyomng 'was re-erected April 5 by the,
Wyoming Fish and Game Depart-
ment. But four days later, the Wyo-
ming Wildlife Federation filed an affi-
davit with the U.S. Attorney General
in Cheyenne asking him to find
rancher Taylor Lawrence's 'fence
'illegal under the federal Unlawful In-
closure Act. The act is intended to
prevent owners of private property
from blocking access of man or wildlife
to' federal land, according to John
Ernst of the WWF. Had. the fence
remained standing during the winter,
it would have blocked a herd of 2,700
antelope from their winter range.
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HOTliNE ~.Idaho will further dewater the Snake River
Compound 1080
decision is near

The Environmental Protection
Agency 'may soon remove a B-year
ban on the use of Compound- 1080, a
poison used to kill coyotes. The EPA
has moved to' re-register . 'toxic
collars" that are worn by scapegoat
lambs intended 10 attract coyotes. In a
separate 'aclion, the U.S. Court of
Appeals is expected to rule on the
legality of the collars as early as this
month.' Defenders of Wildlife and
other environmental groups have
protested EPA's proceeding adminis-
tratively before the court challenge is
settled. Conservationists charge that
any use of Compound 1080will mean
the death of non-target predators such
as eagles and bears, which eat lamb,
carcasses killed by coyotes. Although,
it only takes 2.2 milligrams to kill a
coyote, Defenders ofWildlife says the
collars' will contain as much as 600
milligrams, enough to kill 12 people.
.The EPA proposes use restrictions and
instructions I that warn ranchers to
bury contaminated animal remains
under three feet of soil one-half mile
from any residence, but environ-
mentalists doubt that all ranchers will
heed these precautions.

Peavey coins a phrase

John Peavey
There was some outcry, but the

Idaho state senate recently approved a
bill to exempt Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory from a
$346,000 increase in sales taxes. The
vote to spare the federal lab from
paying sales tax on materials used in
research and development work came
at a lime when bills 10 help Idaho's
small communities were killed .. Sen.
John Peavey, D-Carey, labeled the bill
AFDC Aid For Dependent
Corporations, the Idaho Statesman
reports.

Idaho's state Legislature, with its
veto-proofRepublican majority, began
work January 7 and ended March 13,
in one of its shortest recent sessions,
In the five weeks, it enacted a
right-to-work bill by overriding Gov.
. John Evans' veto along party lines
(unions have nearly collected enough ,
signatures to hold a ballot referendum
on the question in 1986), and did not
raise taxes. And after a session-long
wrangle with the governor, Idaho
remains the only state without
state-wide day-care licensing,

Several conservation issues were
decided. Most important, the Legis--
lature ratified almost without change
the Snake River Watet Agreement
written in 1984 by Gov. Evans, Idaho
Power Company and Attorney General
Jim Jones (HeN, 12/10/84).

The agreement is meant to end the
fight oyer additional diversion of
Snake River water. The Snake River
had been continuously depleted by
diversions for agriculture and other
'uses until the Idaho Supreme Court in
1982 ruled that such diversions must
stop because they violated Idaho
Power's water right at its small
hydroelectric plant at Swans Falls, in
southwestern Idaho. The effect was to
blockfurther dewatering of the Snake,
protecting both fish and wildlife and
the large hydroelectric dams down-
stream in Hells Canyon.
The . ruling set off a struggle

between those interested in further
diversion of water and an unlikely
alliance of Idaho Power,Company and
conservationists interested in preser-
ving the river's flow. The new' law
settles the controversy by allowing
dewatering of the Snake down to a
new summer minimum flow of 3,900
cubic feet per second.: The present
minimum flow is about 4,500 efs. The
law also requires a basinwide
adjudication of water rights on the
Snake River. It is expected to take 10
years and determine, for instance t

how much unappropriated water
remains to be diverted.
Conservationists tried briefly and

unsuccessfully to rally support for
greater protection of fish and wildlife.
But a public forum for legislators
organized by a number of groups in
late January attracted just three
legislators.
The Shoshone-Bannock lifdian

. Tribe won one change. The Legisla-
ture adopted a resolution delaying
formal filing of the adjudication while
the state and tribe try to negotiate the
tribe's Snake River. water rights.
These rights are reserved to them
under federal law , but have not been
quantified. The tribe wants the
adjudication of those rights to take;
place in federal court.
Negotiations will be difficult. The

tribe will presumably want as much
water flowing down to its reservation
as possible, while Snake Rivet valley
farmers upstream of southeastern
Idaho's Fort Hall Reservation will
want as much water as possible free
for diversion.

In another conservation issue,
Idaho's Fish and Game Commission
and Department was on the
Legislature's hot seat, but escaped
without much visible damage. The
commission's decision late last year to
appeal any development activities
within its National Forest proposed
wilderness angered some legislators.
With active lobbying from the timber
industryand with some farm group

Swan Falls power plant
support, three punitive bills were
debated, but none passed.
Typical was 'one from Sen. Vearl

Crystal, R-Rigby. It would have asked
hunters and fishermen to check off a
box on their license applications-
approving use of their fee to
"influence the management of Idaho
public lands in a manner which may
change traditional levels of employ-
ment or disrupt funding for a local
government." Only fees from those
who checked the box could be used to
lobby or to sue to stop timbering or
other development on state and
federal lands.

"The bills got our attention," says
Assistant Fish and Game Director Ken
Norris, "and we are going to try to .
resolve some differences if possible.
We've met with the timber industry,
and are going to meet with the mining
folks. We intend to communicate
better." Carol Kiiz, a board member
'of the Idaho Conservation League,
said, "Some of the legislators treated
the Fish and Game people like bad
children. "

The real purpose may have been to
influence Gov. Evan's choice of a'
replacement on the commission for
Pete Thompson of Sandpoint. The
timber industry and many Democrats
in north Idaho are Urging Evans to
appoint someone connected to timber.
Sportsmen and conservationists
oppose this. The governor has yet to
decide.

The Idaho Conservation League
had partial success on two of its top
three priorities -- hazardous waste
siting and mining law reform. After
three years of discussion, the
Legislature enacted a 12-page hazar-
dous waste siting law. It establishes a
17 -member committee to create a
"state hazardous waste siting man-
agement plan" by January 1987.

After public hearings and final
legislative approval of its plan, the
committee will disband and a
10-person siting review panel will be
created to evaluate and license new
storage; treatment and disposal. ICL
lobbyist Renee Quick says, "I think
the key to the whole law will be how
.well the first committee looks at
technology. If they require state-of-
the-art disposal or reFycling, and
move quickly to' prohibit landfill
disposal, it can help."

ICL, Idaho firefighters and a few
other groups tried again for a
right. to-knowbill giving communities
and workers the right to information
about hazardous substances in their
towns and workplaces. The 'proposed
draft was first amended to allowonly
Idaho's 500paid firefighters access to
information about substances in their
area, and then the amended bill failed
to pass. "I've decided it will literally ,,;

take hundreds of people up here
lobbying to pass a decent right-to.
know bill," says Quick.

The ICLdid have partial success in
mining law reform. Its central Idaho
chapters wanted seven major changes
in the Idaho Surface Mining Act; they
got roughly one and a half. Maximum
reclamation bond was raised from
$750 to $1,800 an acre _. ICL wanted
bond set at the actual cost plus 10
percent, and procedures were chang-
ed to allow faster judicial review and
injunctive relief in case of violations,

The bill illuminated the difficulties
Idaho conservationists sometimes
face. At ICL's urging in 1984, the
Idaho Land Board, which administers
Idaho mining law, established a
subcommittee and citizen! company
advisory group to recommend changes
in the law. Attorney General Jim
Jones, head of the subccmmirree, kept
discussion focused on only two areas .-
bonding and judicial review -- rather
than on the entire act. But the
subcommittee, which included the
Idaho Mining Association, and the
advisory group did agree to support
streamlined judi~ia1review and actual
cost bonding,
Just before the session, the mining

association convinced Jones that it
could not support actual cost bonding.
The Land Board vote was postponed
and ICL director Wendy Wilson found
herself in a private, unrecorded
meeting with Jones, four IMA
representatives aiid state Republican
Party chairman Dennis Olen in his role
as attorney for the mining association,
They told her the bond would be
$1,800 per acre rather than actual
cost, and ICL could take it or leave it.
ICL took it, rather than lose any
reform, . \,.

In' other matters, Gov. Evans
vetoed on fiscal grounds a bill to allow
state income tax credits for rehabilita-
tion and enhancement of riparian
lands, And the annual bill to make
county land-use planning optional
passed the House narrowly but died in
the Senate. Its close call in the House
may indicate that the yearly effort by
Rep. Gene Winchester, R-Kuna, is
running out of steam, In past years,
the bill has been vetoed by the
governor.

Finally, a law passed allowing
public interest intervenors in utility
rate and siting cases to be reimbursed
under certain circumstances for their
costs. Idaho Fait Share and other
consumer groups sought the law.
Idaho utilities reluctantly supported it,
fearing they would otherwise have to
contend with a Citizens Utility Board
proposal next year.

"Pat Ford
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The grizzly is testing our will and ethics
Saying he felt presumptuous

lecturing about another animal,
especially the grizzly, biologist John
Weaver addressed a large crowd
recently at the second "Humanities
and the Environment" lecture, in a
series sponsored by the Teton Science
School in Jackson, Wyoming.

Weaver, who just became National
Grizzly Bear Habitat' Coordinator for
the Forest Service, said: "Society is
undergoing a test to sec ifwe have the
will and ethics to leave room for the
grizzly. The grizzlyis co-dominant and
comes to us on his own terms."
. The biologist explained that the
grizzly faces extinction today because
of its extremely low reproductive
capaciry and habitat destruction from
logging, oil and gas development,
road building and the encroachment of
humans. In the lower 48 states less
than 1,000 bears remain.

Describing one year in the life of a
grizzly, Weaver said the bears are
stressed for foodin the spring and fall,
just before hibernating and just after
emerging. "The bear is trying to cram
12 months of living into just seven
months." '

While the bear is hibernaring,
Weaver said, its metabolic rate and
heart rate drop, but its body
temperature stays even in the
"wonderfully modified" environment
of 'the den. For about 150 days the
bear does not eat, drink, urinate- or
defecate. No other animal survives
winters -this way.

When the bear emerges in spring,
it keeps to low elevations scavenging
on carcasses and weakened -animals.
Toward summer the bears move-to
higher altitudes," 'The bear is the

John Weaver

most brilliant plant ecologist,"
Weaver said. "It has learned it is to
his advanrage ro know as much,about
his environment as he can. "

Questions from the audience'
turned to the politics of grizzly
survival. Weaver was asked about
Wyoming Sen. Alan Simpson, who
recently questioned the value of
. saving the grizzly in the lower 48
.states, when there exists a healthy
population of bears in Alaska and
Canada.

Weaver said that despite today's
sophisticated technology, scientists
cannot document trends in bear
populations. Recent estimates of bears
in Canada and Alaska show a decline,
he added. "If you can't prove. you can,
save the-bear in onearea h<5wcah you \
prove you carl (save it) somewhere
else? "

Weaver' also talked about the
survival of the grizzly in the Cabinet.
Yaakarea in northern Montana, where
it is estimated 8-12 bears still survive.

"The population can drop to 12-40
animals and persist for a long time,
but once it drops- lower, survival is
threatened unless more bears are
brought in, " Weaver said bear
biologists have wanted to transplant
bears to the Cabinet- Yaak "but the
politicians are not willing to make it
possible. Until society becomes more
comfortable with irs fear of the grizzly
it will be a problem."

Asked abour the possibility of
transporting bears from the Glacier-
BobMarshall area to supplement the
small Selway-Bitterroot bear popula-
tion, Weaver said the plan offers lots
of potential.

"Bur I suppose first (before the
plan is supported) we will have to
prove we' can manage bears and
coexist with them."

Weaver also talked about the effect
renewal of oil and gas leases would
have on critical grizzly bear habitat in
the Bridger-Teron National Forest.
Weaver said development was not
compatible as long as .the grizzly is
considered threatened, but that an
occasional exploratory well would
allow the oil companies to know what
resources were available - for future
use.

Asked if re-introduction of
wolves to Yellowstone would create
more competition for the bear's food
source, Weaver said, "the best way to
'answer the question for certain is: to
put the wolves backlD. Yellowstone
and find out."

--Marylee White

Colorado shoots down an Air Force study

I

Although the Air Force found "no
significant impact" from irs proposed
training runs of the new B-1B bomber
through three western states, Colo-
rado officials protested loudly last
month. The result is that a new or
completely revamped environmental
assessment will be released.

The original EA called for four
planes to fly day or nighr during a
24-hour period as low as 500 feet
above the ground, and sometimes
close to the speed of sound. The route
corridor is six miles wide and 620
miles long through six western
Colorado counties, three Utah
counties and two Arizona counties.

The environmental assessment
which analyzed impacts from the B·lB
training runs is brief at 15 pages, and
according to David Anderson, a public
lands planner, "really stinks."
Anderson, who works for the District
10 Planning Commission representing
six Colorado counties, received the EA
. close to the April 1 deadline for
comments. With the support of county
commissioners, he quickly mounted a
campaign against the Air Force's
proposed corridor..

~He said it didn't take anyone long
to see the EA'sdefIciencies. Cited as
sources are the 1965 American
Hen/age New Pictorial Guide to the
United States as well as a Statistical
Abstract of the U.S. 1980. Missing in
the Air Force's discussion of potential
impacts are economic losses to Wolf
Creek and Purgatory ski areas, cattle
and sheep ranchers, and to the state
through decreased hunting opportun-
ities. Anderson also pointed out that
endangered species nesting sites for

u.r-----------------------,.~
~

B-1B bomber
bald eagles and peregrine falcons
would be threatened, that the Lizard
Head Wilderness Area would be
overflown, thar avalanches could be
triggered by the flights and private
planes endangered by the B·1Bs.

Bob Corey, a Montrose county-
commissioner who owns a four-seater
Cessna, said it can be a harrowing
experience to fly in the same corridor
with the Air Force. "Those planes
may never see you in time if their
speed is close to Mach one."

The person who took a lot of the
flak for the B-1B's EA is Gloria
Hagge, an environmental specialist
for the Strategic Air Command at
Offutt Air Force Base in Nebraska.
She said the EA was one of. 11 she
wrote in five to six months.

"A couple of people called and
yelled," she said during a telephone
interview. "We expected the public to
b'e aroused, I don't know everything
about every little impact in every
counry. " Because of the outcry,
Hagge said the B-lB'route is delayed
and being re-evaluated.

Hagge said some of the .criticisms
she's heard are not valid according to
data the Air Force' relies on. Cattle are
not affected by engine noise and
neither are big game, she said. "And
there's nothing we can do about
interfering with private planes." New
and apparently valid concerns, she
added, are avalanche danger and
disturbances to religious ceremonies
on Indian reservations.

Hagge concluded: "I can see both
sides. It's nice to be at home and
secure, but nobody wants the bombers
that protect you in your own
backyard."

The Air Force calls the B·W
strategic bomber a "multi-role"
airplane. One hundred of the planes
were authorized in 1981 to replace
B·52s. B·1B advanrages are said to be
its abilities to fly close to the ground at
high speed to avoid radar detection,
its swing-wing design which allows
quick takeoff and its intercontinental
range without the need to refuel.

--Betsy Marsto"

A domesticated diet
A mountain lion that took to eating

pet dogs and cats at the Perry Park
subdivision near Castle Rock in
eastern Colorado was shot and killed
early this spring. Laboratory analysis
found dog hair in the mountain lion's
stomach; the Colorado Division of
Wildlife reports, but no trace of deer
hair or other natural prey. The big ~at
was first fed bra resident in the area,
but changed toa diet oflocal pets after
the homeowner moved away. Trackers
were forced to kill the mountain lion
when it turned on their hunting dogs.

Whitepelican
colony found

A breeding colony of white
pelicans has been discovered on an
island in the Pathfinder Reservoir near
Casper, Wyoming. These enormous
birds with a nine-foot wingspan are
considered a "sensitive" species on
the Endangered Species list, and are
rapidly declining towards "threat-
.ened" status. The Wyoming Game
and Fish Department warns rhat the
birds can't tolerate much human
disturbance and could easily abandon
their 200 nests. They fear thar
fishermen may disturb the pelicans
because they're suspected of eating
roo . many. game fish. But stare
biologists say the pelican diet consists
mostly <Ifcarp at the reservoir, and
they qrge people to stay away from the .
island while the eggs and chicks are
most vulnerable.

Hey, Hayducbess .
Trucks, pumps and a supply trailer

at Arizona's proposed Tusayan
uranium mine were recently be-
jewelled with woven God's Eyes, the
Hispanic symbol of good luck.
"Hayduchess," a female counterpart
of Edward Abbey's monkeywrenching
character Hayduke, took credit for the
action in a press release, and said she
will continue to bring public attention
to the controversial mine. Running 10
trucks a day for 10 years, Energy
Fuels Nuclear, Inc. proposes to baul
2,000,000 pounds of uranium from the
site, which is 13 miles south of the
Grand Canyon (HeN, 2/4/85).
Hayduchess reported she also hung
banners from the drilling tower and
left a prayer stick near a pool of
drilling waste. But she apparently took
the survey stakes with her.
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AMontana rancher struggles
against stripmines and
an unravelling rural fabric
__ ~_,by Jim Robbins

Patty Kluver, owner of the
Wineglass Ranch, sits in her
'decade-old pickup truck,

watching her son Kelly and a hired
man, Tim QUinn, dr-ive five yearling
. calves to green hay. Scattered in
gullies and canyons where the icy
fingers of the wind cannot reach, the
young cattle, not yet wise to the ranch
system, are being driven to their feed
through the snow.
It is, a scene she has witnessed

many times before on this southeast
Montanaranch. As a small girl, she
watched her grandfather and father
drive cattle-across the same meadow.
As a teenager, she chased cows from
thickets and out of canyons herself. As
a young wife, she drove cattle beside
her late husband, Elmer, whom
everyone called Red.

Now in her 60s, Patty Kluver, a
thickset woman with a face lined like
weathered' rock, rarely drives live-
stock. Today she rides herd, as she
puts it, on the mining companies that
have made the Rosebud Valley one of
the West's. top energy-producing
regions. .

As she drives home from the
roundup, Party Kluver points to
moribund cottonwood trees and says
that waste water from cwo coal-fired
power plants several miles to the west
is contaminating Cow Creek, a

j tributary of the Rosebud, and killing
·the trees and subirrigared hay
meadows in the area, a charge the
power company denies .

••I can understand how a rancher
who has lived on the land for 100 years
must feel," says Jim Schwartz,
director of public relations for
Montana Power, "but her criticisms
have no foundation in fact."

Mrs. Kluver, however, fears that
the valley's water supply will"
eventually be destroyed, undermining
her ranch. So she spends a good deal
of time reading environmental impact
statements, hydrological studies and
court documents, and attending
meetings of ranchers who have
organized in the hope of stemming the
impact of electrical generation and the
continued expansion of mining
interests.

"They're going to drive us out of
business, if we let them," Mrs .
.Kluver says angrily in the deep,

r 'gravelly voice she says she developed
over decades of yelling at .cattle.
"They're going to ruin this whole
. damn valley."

The Western ranching subcul-
ture. the source of America'5 most
powerful and pervasive ~myths of
freedom, democracy" romance and
brutality, still retains much of
traditional character. But from the
aspen-covered foothills of the Rocky
Mountains to the spacious, blue-
domed prairies of places such as the
Rosebud Valley, ranchers, farmers,
and small-town residents are finding
thread after thread of their agrarian
fabric unraveling. Since the late 1800s
when Patty Kluver's ancestors and
thousands of other pioneer families
established ranches across the West,
there have been few real changes in
that way of life. Now the region is
convulsed by change.

A number of- forces are' eating
away at the family farm. Land
ownership is shifting to large,
corporate, absentee-owned parcels. In
Montana, for example, there were
more than 47,000 farms and ranches in
1930, averaging 940 acres in size. By
1982',the average ranch sizehad risen

to 2,588 acres and the number of units
had dropped to fewer than 24,000.

In addition, high interest rates,
rising land prices and a slumping
livestock market have resulted in a
diminishing profit margin for farms
and ranches. "The onlyway to get into
ranching," quips one local agricul-
tural analyst, "is to marry it or inherit
it .' ,

Or to be rich enough to buy it as a
tax write-off.' A burgeoning threat is
the tax-shelter investor who often has
little, if any, regard for the cultural or
economic aspects of ranching. An
even darker cloud hovers over the
distribution of the semiaridregions's
limited water supply.

But one of the most immediate
threats to the ways of the rural West is
the vast acreage of strip-mined range
and crop land that dot the landscape.
In the Rocky' Mountain states,
according to a report prepared for last
year's Western Governor's Confer-
ence, more than 1,500square mtles of
ranch land will be removed from
production by the year 2000.

Patty Kluver's Wineglass Ranch is
a family legacy. Established at a time
when America was inebriatedwith its
seemingly infinite resources, the
ranch is not only a family business but
also a testament to a type of frontier
freedom that has all but disappeared .

Even by Western standards, the
ranch - iii large. Mrs. Kluver is
uncomfortable with inquiries re-
garding its size, or the number of
cattle - she owns, saying that is
tantamount to asking the size of her
bank ac~ount. But she eventually
reveals that she owns 25,600 acres.

The sweeping ranchhas its roots in
the early 1800s, when Patty Kluver's
great-grandfather " Andrew McLary
Chapman Howard, and' his brother,
Adonis, arrived in the area from Bar
Harbor, Maine, and set up a livestock
business. Although most settlers
traveled to Montana by land routes,
the Howard brothers journeyed for the
most part by boat, first from Maine to
the Isthmus of Panama, hiking from
there to the Pacific Ocean, where they

~r-------""'------------""'-----;"'--------_':"_--------""~.
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booked passage to Oregon. After
purchasing 4,000 sheep and several
hundred head of horses, they rounded
up a crew of cowboys and
sheepherders and drove their future
across Oregon and Idaho and over the
Rockies to the Rosebud. The time was
1883, only seven years after Gen.
George Armstrong Custer had camped
along Rosebud Creek,one day away
from his ignominious end at the Battle
of the Little Bighorn,

Though only 10 feet across at its
widest, Rosebud -Creek is the major
artery through the broad valley, Born
of the springs and snow of the
Rosebud Mountains to the south, it
flows eventually into the Yellowstone
River, one of Montana's principal
watercourses.

It is not difficult to imagine what
kept the Howards in the Rosebud
Valley _Beyond rolling hills and plains
carpeted with the bluebunch wheat,
blue grama and needle-and-thread
range grasses that make it cattle-
fattening country, pine-covered sand-
stone buttes and variegated pillars
and rimrocks rise drarnarically
skyward,

But the countryside's most striking
feature is its outcrop pings of clinker, a
red clay baked to rock hardness by
prehistoric underground coal fires.
Stirred by horses, cattle, cars or the
wind, red clinker dust collects on hair
and clothing and dashboards, in noses
and on lips, drying them out until they
crack, The roads, paved with crushed
clinker, resemble red ribbons grace-
fully laid over the undulating hills,

Only occasionally does one en-
counter natural coal outcropping,
a reminder that under most of the
Rosebud region lie thick, rich veins of
soft, low-sulphur lignite,

After Andres Howard had staked
out his ground along the
Rosebud, established a home,

assessed the threat of Indian attack
and deemed it tolerable, he sent for
his wife, Martha, and three daugh-
ters, Belle and Alice and Mary ,
14 year-old twins. Alice died about a
year after arriving in Montana. Mary
fell in love with the wild country and -
with her father's hired hand, Freeman
Philbrick, another Maine native,
whom she married at age 16, .

The young couple began married
life in a one-room cabin, with gaps
berween the logs so large that snow
drifted into the corners. But Philbrick
was a shrewd man and a hard worker,
and quickly built a herd of sheep from

I
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Patty Kluver's ranch house

several hundred to several thousand.
Before long, he was- sitting on the
boards of rwo local banks, When the
homesteaders who had been lured
West by the railroadsat the turn of the
century gave in and left, Philbrick
used his banking connection to
purchase much of their land at greatly
discounted prices. I

And like many livestock operators
who had come to the West during the
day of the open range, Philbrick added
to his holdings.simply by claiming that
the public land he had grazed for years
belonged to him. Through political
influence" and occasionally by force;
he held onto it.

But the expansion of his empire
was due primarily to the resourceful, if
not always reputable, acquisition of
water. Following a custom of the time,
Philbrick had his hired hands file
homestead claims on widely scattered
plots of ground with springs and then
bought the land from them, By owning
water in remote and arid parts of the'
valley, be controlled the land in
berween by default.

Philbrick eventually turned his
holdings - more than 80,000 deeded
acres· into one of the, largest blocks of
land then owned by any individual in
Montana. While some of that land was
returned to the banks by his
descendants during the Great De-
pression, most of it is split today
among Philbrick's heirs, including his
giandaughter, Patry Kluver.

Agricultural. families like the
Philbricks, who have been able to keep
inherited land holdings largely intact,
are becoming increasingly rare, As the
economics of family-oriented ranching
have become less viable, and what lies
beneath the surface - mostly coal, but
also uranium and various metals -- has
grown more valuable, the temptation,
or need, to part with land has become
more pronounced. Most often the land
'is leased, but coal companies
sometimes buy ranches to assure; the
availability of key tracts fat future
mining.

but this year she must begin paying-
approximately $6,000 a year for 10
years on the principal. "More
lawyers' fees," she says, "_would
damn near break the bank,"

Michael Grende, manager of lands
and leases for Western Energy, says
his company would prefer to keep the
matter out of the legal arena. "We're
willing to pay Mrs, Kluver substantial
amounts of money to gain access to

,these lands," he says, Although
Grende would not reveal the exact
amount, calling it proprietary informa-
tion, he was willing to say that "it was
considerably more than what we've
offered other ranchers." Mrs. Kluver,
Grende says, was first offered a
surface-damage payment, as compen-
sation for any land damages incurred
during mining. Then his company
offered to purchase her property and
deed it back to her free of charge after
it 'had finished working it, And,
finally, it offered to buy other lands to
trade for the property, which would
have been a tax-free exchange benefit
to her.

Patty .Kluver. however, remains
adamant. "I'm not going to accept.
I'm going to fight it,"

The consent of the surface owner is
necessary before a tract of land"can
be leased or mined, yet the issue is
clouded, "The coal companies
sweet-talk you," says Patty Kluver.
"They offer you a chance to get out
from under the banker. Ranchers "are
having a desperate struggle of it right
now":They're using that."

Mrs, Kluver should know, She's
been vigorously courted by Western
Energy, a mining subsidiary of
Montana Power, which wishes to gain
access to coal owned by the Burlington
Northern Railroad beneath portions of _
her ranch.

Patty Kluver has consistently
refused to allow the coal companies
access to her land, a stance which has
just landed her in a courtroom, which
is not unfamiliar territory. In 1981,
the Montana Supreme Court ordered
her to allow coal exploration crews on
her land, and a year later, the state
district court issued another order
supporting the company in its right to
explore. At one point, the Kluver clan
fired several warning shots at an
unidentified exploration crew that had
landed on the ranch in a helicopter, All
Patty Kluver will say about the
incident is that the crew was
trespassing, "I'm not that handy with
a gun," she adds, "but I enjoy the
reputation of being handy with a
gun."

Western Energy recently informed
Mrs. Kluver of its intention to pursue
the matter in court. Patty Kluver, who
spent nearly' $12,000 on her lase
Supreme Court case, is still trying to
get out from under a $108,000
inheritance tax o.n the ranch, -which
she incurred following her mother's
death in 1979, Since then, she has
been paying tax only on the interest,

Aside from the direct impact on
the area mined, perhaps the
most serious threat coal mining

poses is to the surrounding ground
and surface water -- the lifeblood of
any ranch. There is a .iaying in the
West that whiskey is for drinking and
water is for fighting, "J don't drink
whiskey," Patty Kluver says, "but
I've sure done more than my share of
fighting over water.' I

Ar Colstrip, a small mining

(ContInued on page 10)

Clashes between the two-
interests are inevitable. There

. is simply little room for
coexistence: Ranching depends on ~
range ,grasses, coal mining depends
on what lies beneath the grasses, and
most' of the federal and private coal
leased in the Rosebud Valley and
other mining regions lies under
private ranch land.

'What am I going to do 'when

my neighbor is a coal mine?'

'I ~....;--',
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the swoop 0 tbecreeu
& the

Partners

yesterdays bad news • a job .
missed. pulled my spirits down'

baiku
a dragon kite without a tail
spinning OUtof control for lin

roday s still out of work
I took a long hike up Bear Creek

doing r' ai ch'i in centerville canyon
i turn to Gaze Through Seven Stars
mountain fills the sphere of my two arms.

whistled 10 the juncos. held hands
with ~ stone. sniffed the wild Diane Pouts

Sa/t Lake City, Utah
grass for puffballs lurking underfoot
& felt 10m fabric mend as the wind

tugged at my sleeve & the aspen
.bent their g?lden spines on cue

-in their rooted chorus line
pocket penniless but that moment rich

~
trout fishing, guadalupe river

Art Goodtimes
Telluride, Colorado

it is in the deep canyon, the black forest,
the silver spruce, the dripping green. tumble
and crash the splinters of water roaring.
old huge rocks. gnomes squatting for milestones.
windrush cloudbarking -- tear the light and
fling far away rolling, sliding up the tree
. stump. feet keep flying with the current,
drowning -inmoss-mirth. moss-mirth, moss-mirth.
gurgle, splash. moss-mirth swallow my fly, gulp
its aiching flight, know it. gossamer shot, be
swallowed, dance along the water t race the
brown mottled bottles of trout. charge hard against
the cocks, rip at the moss, de-r vish the pool,
skate the ripple. dine upon the breeze. taunt
the trout up from his hole, flirt his fancy,
call him out. i will have him. if i please him.

I licked the dust that kicked heels
in my hair. the swoop of ~he creek,

& the sky's mute turquoise
my partners in the dance

'Luther A//en
~ancos,ColoTaarO
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Riding the Dirt R()Qd
at Farmington Bay

It is Easter Sunday
and we have chosen
riding into the wind
as sermon of the day.
It lashes our faces
brings tears to our eyes
but we pedal endlessly.

t· •I
Where nothin' else will grow in this desert country

weeds and yellow flowers will come bloomin' here in the springtime

Weeds and yellow flowers some year when the light rains come
coverin' whole valleys between these blue mountain rang~s

The straight path of the dike separates
fresh water from the salt of our ancient lake.
Around culverts where 'mountain blood
sacrifices itself to the sea
hundreds of carp lie
scourged by gulls,
decayed. -

Coverin' the ground with rainbow colors for miles and miles
. those seeds will be here bloomin'

That's all you need to know-

Drum Hadley
Douglas, An-zona

es.

From the pond ahead of IlS

a flock of waterbirds lifts•.
weaves itself a veil of wing shadows
and rises
drawing us over mountains
into clouds and back

- spiraling down like the slow circle of seasons
to settle on the water
like rain.

rth.
lp

Diane Fouts
Salt Lake City, Utahainst
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Patty Kluver recounts, and moved to

the Northern Cheyenne Indian
Reservation, where they lived in a tent
and hired out as cattle herders.

Several years later, they leased
2,500 acres near Ingomar, Montana.
which they stocked with 104 head of
cattle Patty Kluver still owned from
the days she had ranched in
partnership with her mother and
sister. Living in a two-room, tarpaper
shack with no electricity and no
running water, they managed to eke'
out a living and raise three sons and a
daughter,

It was then, Mrs. Kluver recalls,
that the importance of water to
ranching was etched indelibly on her
~I1!ind.Late one evening, in the midst
of a dry summer, a thunderstorm
tolled across the valley, Because Red
was laid up with a broken .leg, Patty'
had to set up the barrels to catch the
rainwater, a process which sav~d the
Kluvers from having to haul water a
mile and a quarter.

"I didn't have time to get
dressed," she recalls, "I must have
looked like a witch, tolling barrels
around in the rain and lightning in my
nightgown, and laughing like the
devil. "

PII:tty Kluver ...

'r..,
I _•.~

(Continued from page 7)

company boom town about four miles
from the Kluver ranch, the Montana
Power Company empties waste
materials from its coal-fired Rower

_ plants into a ditch known as a fly-ash
pond, because of the watery property
of the sludge. Mrs, Kluver believes
roxie metals from that waste' are
leaching through the soil and into the
ground water, where they eventually
end up in Cow Creek, which runs

hi'through er property, Her cattle, she
says, will not touch it.

But Montana Power, through its
spokesman, Jim Schwartz, says that
after placing monitoring wells be-
tween Colstrip and Mrs, Kluver's
land, though not on her property',
"we've .not detected anything from
Colstrip that would be detrimental to
Patry Kluver' s water supply,"

The problem is a critical one for the,
Wineglass Ranch. Don Reichmuth, a
hydrological consultant who once
worked for, her, believes the problem
is so serious that Mrs. Kluver may not
be able to survive financially until a
remedy is, found, "The problem is
simple," Reichmuth says. "The
Kluver ranch is downstrucrure from
the Colstrip complex .and the water
they use ends up going somewhere --
down Armells Creek drainage, or
through the ground to, Patty's, '
Obviously some of it's ending up at
Patty's, "

Because hay meadows are damag-
e1:l,Reichmuth says, the Kluvers must
b\jy winter feed instead of growing
what they need. If a hard winter hits,
he says, and the Kluvers have to buy
hay, "it could be a real tragedy."

Her problems have made Patty
Kluver an angry woman, She spends
her days patrolling her land, checking
for trouble spots, including trespass-
ers, and thinking of ways to fight
Montana Power and its mining

subsidiary, Westetn Energy. She
. pours her feelings into letters to the
editor of various newspapers andto
state officials.

She blames Montana Power,
politicians and bureaucrats for her
dying hay meadows, polluted creek
and "that mess up the road."

"They're killing everything around
- them up there at Colstrip," she says,
"And you can't get those DOzos" --
bureaucrats .. ,. in Helena and Denver
to do anything about it."

State officials, however, doubt that
Patty Kluver's ground water has been
as severely affected as she claims.
They say her hay-meadow problems
may have been caused by -improper
plowing and reseeding, But they
admit they can't be certain because
they have not had the funds to conduct
needed hydrological studies, The
entity responsible, they say, is
Montana Power. But until recently,
Patty Kluver has wanted 'nothing to do
with the power company. Now, in an
uneasy truce'of sorts, she has agreed
to the installation .of a series of
monitoring wells on her property to
determine if the level of metals in the
wastewater is potentially toxic and if
the metals are indeed migrating from
Montana Power's waste ponds into
her water. But .rhe results are not
likely _ to settle any disputes, even
though an independent consultant is
conducting 'the study.

Jim-Schwartz, Montana Power's
.spokesman, expresses his frustrations
in dealing with Patty Kluver: •'I don't
think you could build a facility like this
and still meet all the criteria of a Patty
Kluver, Yet there is no facility more
environmentally safe, "

, , He's right," Mrs, Kluver
agrees, : "you can't meet my
criteria. Coal mining doesn't

belong on the Rosebud, The

'v

Morning roundup on the Kluver ranch along Rosebud Creek

\

Constitution says you can't take
something from your neighbor, but
they are taking away my livelihood,"

Perhaps what angers ranchers like
Patry Kluver most is that they and
their ancestors have outlasted
droughts and depressions, yet they
are nearly powerless before what they
see as the federal government's
decision that energy development is
more important than ranching.

Michael Grende, the spokesman
for Western Energy, believes the
whole emotionalism about coal mining
has gotten out of proportion, "What
about the emotionalism of people who
.need energy?" he asks.

Looking back on her family history,
Patty Kluver says her ancestors are
the reason she clings so tenaciously to
her piece of ground, "If they could put
up with some of the things they did,"
she says, "then so can 1."

When Mrs, Kluver's father,
Charles Dowlin, died in 1933 at the
age of 50, he left his widow, Genie, a
ranch smothered in debt and two
teenage girls to raise. The price at
cattle had fallen precipitously in the
throes of the Depression, and hay
withered in the sun and died during a
drought that lasted fot several yeats,
Then, like something from a Biblical
nightmare, grasshoppers and crickets
descended and devoured most of the
available vegetation. \With no feed
during the brutal winter of 1936-37,
the widow Dowlin and her girls lost
half of their livestock,

Like many ranchers in the 1930s,
Genie Dowlin" could, not make her
mortgage payments, and her ranch
was repossessed by the Federal Land
Bank. But her holdings included
low-cost railroad leases, which she
managed to maintain, and without'
those intermingled tracts, no one
would buy the property.

"What saved our hides," Patty
Kluver recalls, "was tending a herd of
buck sheep, " Because ram sheep, or
bucks, are ornery, ranchers prefer not
to have them in their flocks except
during the rutting season, The Dowlin
women tended rams for $1 a month
per head, The profit from the buck
herd, eventually 800 animals, helped
buy back their portion of Grandfather ,
Philbrick's holdings,

Patty Kluver has iived a life fat
less romantic than that often
associated with a cattle ranch. While
she says she would not trade it for the
world, she sometimes regrets the ,/
obligations that kept her From
pursuing a career as an artist.

Shortly after she completed her
first- semester as an art student at

_ Montana State University, her mother'
contracted tularemia, a tick-carried

'disease that inflames the lymph
glands, forcing young Patty to return- ,
home, Then, during World Wat II,
. because of a shortage of cowboys, she
found, herself in demand as a
cowhand.

After the war ended, Red Klu1er,
who had earned several medals as a
ranger in the Pacific Theater, came
back to the States, first to New York
City, where he worked in a Wild West
show, and eventually back to the
Rosebud Valley, where he had' been
born, Soon after, he and Patty Dowlin
married, much against the wishes of
her mother. A quiet man with a face as
hard as the hills, Kluver had earned a
reputation as a drinker, By all
accounts, he was also a tough hand
and quick with his fists, They were
"kicked out of the family for a while,"

Time wore some of the hard edge
off Genie Dowlin and when she
inherited another large ranch

from her mother, she invited Red and
Patty Kluver back to the family land,
They moved. into a simple, cotton-
wood-shaded home built in the 1880s,
where Mrs. Kluver still lives.

Red Kluver died in that house in
1976, A serious heart attack had
hospitalized him' earlier that year, but
he insisted on leaving long before he
should have. "He came home to die,"
Patty Kluver says, "And that was his
right, He loved this place, He had a
way of contacting his Maker up in
those hills,"

She thinks often about how things
would be if Red were still alive, He
wouldn't, she believes, let the energy
companies get away with the
disruption of her water. "They've
decided they'd pick on a woman, is
what they've done," she says,, ,

In the rural West, there IS an
unspoken sense of camaraderie and
mutual aid in this sparsely populated
region, While ranchers are solitary by
nature, neighbors provide help with
haying and branding and support in
times of. crisis.

Patty Kluver credits that code with
saving her ranch from a devastating
fire last August, While she was away
from home, a blaze erupted in patched
prairie grass on a neighbor's property
and spread to pastures' not far from
Mrs, Kluver's house.

Several dozen neighbors raced to
the Wineglass Ranch and spent the
afternoon extinguishing the blaze with
the aid of a spray truck and wet
gunnysacks. "They had fires on their
own ranches," Mrs. Kluver says,
"but they felt the fire here posed more
of a threat."

Although she is fiercely indepen-
dent, Patty Kluver realizes existence
on her ranch would 'be much more
difficult, if not impossible, without the
network of neighbors. "What am I
going to do," she asks, "when my
neighbor is a coal mine?"

o

Jim Robbins is a.free-lance writer
who lives in Helena, Montana. Parts '
of this article appeared in the New
York Times Magazine,



NEW CONSERVATION DIRECTORY
The National Wildlife Federation has

published the 1985 Conservation Direc-
tory, a comprehensive listing of key
contacts and addresses for conservation
organizations in the U.S. and 113 other
countries. The directory lists 13,000
individuals and 2,500 organizations
including federal, state and congressional
officials, committees and .ag encies
concerned with the environment, as well"
as hundreds of citizen groups . Copies are
available from NWF, 1412 16th St. NW,
W~shington, D.C. 20036 for $15 each plus
$1.55 postage. ___

BLM MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
The Bureau of Land Management

wants public comment on proposed
guidelines to supplement land-use plans
for activities involving coal, forestry,
oil shale, wild horses and burros,
rangeland and wildlife. Copies of the
supplemental program guide are avail-
able from the director, BLM, 1800 C_St.
NW, Washington,D.C.·20240. Comments
are due April 26. '

THE WEST THEN AND NOW
Photographers Mark Klett, Ellen

Manchester, and. JoAnn Verburg docu-
ment more than a century of change in
Western America in The Second View:
The Rephotograpbio Survey Project. The
book is the culmination of their three-year
effort to locate and then rephotograph
sires of government survey photographs
from the 1860s and 70s, The juxtaposition
reveals a century's toll on the land from
mining, urbanization, and continued
development. The modern images
capture a once barren slope now bisected
by telephone wires, a once thunderous
waterfall now slowed to a trickle, a creek
now a reservoir, but also natural changes
too subtle' to detect.

University of New Mexico Press,
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Cloth: $65.
213 pp, 120 pairs of images.

CONSERVATION AWARDS
FOR FARMERS

Farmers and ranchers applying
sound, innovative soil and water
conservation techniques in their business
, are eligible for a cash prize of $1,000. The
Conservation Award Program, sponsored
by the National Endowment for .Soil and
Water Conservation and the DuPont
Company, will choose 10national winners
from 50 state nominees, Applications for
the award must include a description of
the conservation techniques used, a
statement of the farmer's intent to
expand the use of conservation methods
and a description of the type and' size of
the farm invo lve d , Colorado and
Wyoming producers have until May 5. to

. submit applications for being a state
nominee, 'For details contact Dave Carter
at the Farmers Union, 303/371-9990.

......p,~,
INDIAN ART

The latest issue of a magazine devoted
to Native American traditional arts
compares Indian values and artforms with
those of early European settlers in
America, and recounts some of the
interactions between the two cultures.
Illustrations in the Issue include
rurn-of-rhe-cenrury photos of Northwest
Indians making baskets .and carving
canoes, and anglos posing beside felled
redwoods and hunted eagles, wolves,
bear, mountain goats and seals.'
Amen'can .Indian Badetry and Other
Native Arts is an attractive quarterly
printed on high .qualiry paper. Subscrip-
tions are $26 per year; the address is
American Indian Basketry, P.O. Box
66124, Portland, OR 97266.

RESERVED CAMPSITES
A campsite can be ensured this

summer at nine National Park areas by
making advance reservations. In _ the
West, Arizona's Grand Canyon National
Park and Colorado's Rocky' Mountain
National Park will provide reserved sites
beginning May 15. These are in addition
to the first-come, first-served campsites.
For more information contact the, Park
Service's Rocky Mountain Office at 655'
Parfer St., Denver, CO 80225, 303/236-
4648.

A WEEK OF SYNFUELS
Those interested in oil shale and

synthetic fuels can spend a week listening
to speakers, touring and flying over
synfuels sites and attending luncheons
and-dinners in Grand]unctioo, Colorado.
Two overlapping conferences open April
22 to 24 with the 18th Annual Oil Shale
Symposium,' It will be followed by the
Fiest 'Annual Wesrern Synfuel Sympo-
sium Ayril24 to 26.'Features include an
April 24 tour of the Exxon and Union Oil
Shale facilities ($55), and an April 26'
'aerial inspection of the Cca and Cob
federal oil shale tracts and Exxon, Union,'
Geokinetics and White River oil shale'
operations ($195). Speakers include
Vicror Schroeder, head of the board of the
Synfuels Corporation; A..R. Dykes,
Consul for Minerals and Energy for the
Republic of South Africa; and Ray
Zahradnik, president of Occidental Oil
Shale, The cost of the Oil Shale
Symposium is $150; the Synfuel
Symposium is $110; and 'both are ,$225. I

Call Dr. Janice C. Hepworth at
303/273-3321 or write: Director of Special
Programs, Colorado School of Mines,
Golden. CO 80401.

GRIZZLY BEAR HABITAT MEETING
A grizzly bear conference focusing on

'different acpec ts of grizzly habitat
management will be held April 30 - May 2
at the University of Montana in Missoula.
The public is invited to attend the
symposium, which is sponsored by the
Interagency Grizzly Bear Committee, a
group of state and federal grizzly bear
specialists. For registration information
write Gerry Baerrsch, Director of
Conferences and Institutes, 125 Main
Hall, University of Montana, Missoula,
MT 19812, or call 406/243·4623.

WORK '

HELP WANTED: .Associate Execu-
tive IRegional Director CBE Midwest.
Citizens for a Better Environment ,(CBE)
is a national non-profit environmental
organization with Midwestern offices in
Chicago, Milwaukee, Miuneapolis /St.
Paul and Michigan City, Indiana. CBE
works to protect public health by reducing
toxic pollution, mainly in urban areasvIt
watchdogs public agencies and industry,
performs litigation and scientific research
and provides technical information to the
public, focusing on air and water
pollution, hazardous wastes and pesti-
cides. DUTIES: Be responsible for: 1)
foundation and other fundraising;· 2)
financial and administrative oversight; 3)
enhancing awareness of the organization;
4) working with and reporting to CBE's
board of directors. REQUIREMENTS:
Proven administrative and fundraising
skills; good speaking and writing skills;
and knowledge of environmental protec-
tion or related fields. Graduate education
preferred. Salary:$l8,OOO'$2l,OOO/year;
opportunities for advancement. To apply:
send resume, three references and
.writing sample to: Kevin Greene, CBE,
59 East Van Buren, Ste, 1600, Chicago, It
6060l.

SOIL EROSION CONFERENCE
A symposium on the .off-site costs of

soil erosion, from sedimentation of
waterways and irrigation canals and harm
to fisheries, to air pollution, will be held
in Washington, D.C. on May 6 and 7.
Papers will be presented on off-site
erosion impacts, nationwide, with specific
case studies given as examples. The
symposium is sponsored; by the Conser-
vation Foundation and the U,S. Soil

I Conservation Service, and 'costs $95.
Contact the Conference Manager, the
Conservation Foundation, 1717 Massa-.
chusetts Ave. NW, Washington, D.C.
20036 (202/797·4300).

CANYON COUNTRY WEEKEND
The hidden, mysteries of Utah's

redrock canyons will be explored during
the 10th Annual Canyon Country
Weekend Workshop April 26-28. Hikes. a
night sky watch and several lectures by
area experts are planned. Topics include
geological history and early Indian
astronomy and plant use on the high
desert. All workshop sessions are free,
but some events -require pre-registration.
For a detailed schedule of events and
pre-registration info, contact the Canyon-
lands Natural History Association. at
801/259·8163.

JOB OPENING: Associate Director of
Public Involvef1Jent for the Southeast
Alaska Conservation Council, com-
mencing 6/1/85 (flexible), Fulltime,
permanent. Hours salaried & flexible,
often 40 plus hrs.fwk. Frequent travel.
Locationt . ] uneau. Responsibilities . in-
clude working with member groups,
conservation issue work, grassroots
organiaing , public speaking, media work,
some fundraising. Qualifications: Exper-
ience with conservation issues &
grassroots organizing, preferably in rural
areas ; Forest Service planning &
administrative appeals experience de-
sirable. Must be self-starter who can work
without, supervision. Send resume,
.references , writing sample to: Hiring
Committee - 1985, SEACe, Box 1692,
Juneau, Alaska 99802. Deadline for
Applications: May I, 1981.

•

PIONEER TREE FARM, Norrhwesr
Montana, 20 acres, garden, orchard,
springs, creek, buildings, much more,
$45,000. Write: Robert Delle-Russo,
Route 2, Box 16, Heron, MT 19844: (7x)

,'VEAT STl'FF

PERSONALS

LEARN SOLAR RETROFIT: Colorado
Mountain College's next "hands-on"
Solar Training Program begins late
August. Fully accredited. CMe Admis-
sion, Box 10001 SP, .Glenwcod Springs,
CO 81602. Can 11800/621·8ll9, or in
Colorado, 1/8001621·6902.

NEW Calendar of Art shows, Crafts
Shows and Festivals in Washington,
Oregon, 'Idaho,. Utab, Nevada, Montana
and Northern California. Over 400
entries. Send $4 (Check or M.O.) to
Searchers, 4314 ISland Crest W·ay,
Mercer Island, WA 98040.

SINGLE? ENVIRONMENTALIST,
I PEACE·ORIENTED? Concerned Singles
Newsletter links unattached like-minded
persons, all ages, all areas of the U.S ..
Free information: P.O. Box 7737B,
Berk'cley, CA 94707. (2x)

FIND OUT how you can he an (unpaid)
"iatem at High COII"try News this
summer. Participate in writing, produc-
tion and the inevitable scut-work. Write
HCN, Box 1090, Paonia, cd 81428. (303)
l27·4898.

SOLAR COMPOIIEIITS
Sunl.ite" glaZing
ARCO photovoltaic systems
Solar hot water

Tlnk.r. &Trader.
Box 91, Victor, Idaho 83455

208·787.·2495

~I.'.AJD£
ONE YEAR/24 ISSUES
SI8/INDIVIDUAL
US/INSnnmONAL

SENDYOURADDRESSANDCHECKTO

IDGH COUNTRY NEWS

BOX 1090
PAONIA

COLORADO
81428
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by sage hills, The cool summers and
moderate winters encourage fruit-
growing and orchards are found on
both sides of the river, But housing
development on the town side of the
river has. eaten into the fruit industry
there. The extensive orchards owned
byTalbott Farms are southof and on a
mesa above the river.. High above
these orchards is the-GrandMesa -- a
!O,OOO-foot.highflat topped mountain
whichprovides a scenicbackdrop and
irrigation water.

Talbott says, "We're seeing a
resurgence in the fruit industry,
We're seeing between 30,000 and
50,000 trees planted every year --
that's the ones we can count. The
trend started about three,years ago,"
he says,' just when oil shale activity
collapsed.

Oil shale had threatened the very
existence of a fruir : industry.
Developers and speculatorsbought up
orchards and then neglected the trees
because they expected to huild
housing or offices any moment. The
failure to spray or cultivate led to the
spread of insects and weeds. Houses
went up along j~igation ditches,
making it that much more difficult to
maintain them. And members of the
fruit packing cooperative, haying
received a lucrative offer for their
packing shed, were fighting over
whether to sell it.

Expansion at that time was out of
the question. Land prices were up to
$15,000 an acre, Talboit recalls, and
where orchards weren't being form-
ally subdivided, they were being split
to death, with a few acres-choppedoff
an orchard for a trailer, home or even
bank. ,

Today, Talbott says, land values
have come back to $7,000to $8,000an
acre for an orchard. "That's reason-
able, if it's producing and has good
variety trees."

A boom in ftuitgtowing is
especially surprising given Palisade's
closeness -to Grand Junction, which
was featured in the AptilAtiantic as
an example of a bustedWestern town.

the Grand ]unction/MesaCounry
Chamber of Commerce' objected
strongly to the "negative" way the
magazine portrayed the communiry.
In its reply to the article, the Chamber
could have used Palisade fruitgrowers
as examples of a Mesa County group
which is both thriving and not looking

. for a handout. But 'it is unlikely that
anyone at the Chamber would have
pointed reporter Nicholas Lemann
toward Talbott.

For it is Talbott's often repeated
charge that pro-development
forces centered in Grand

] unction acted in ways that hurt the
fruit industry. He charges that the
dominant county commisioner during
the boom years, a glass contractor
named George White, engaged in a
rural form of blockbusting, approving
land splits, subdivisions, roads, new
schools and commercial development
so as to do the utmost damage to the
fruit industry.

"I thinkWhite used Rick Enstrom
and Maxine Albers (the other two
Mesa County commissioners) to try to
destroy agriculrure. We stopped some
stuff and embarrassed him on some
other things. Some of the sruff we
didn't stop is reverting back now (to
agricultural land use) ot the
developers have gone broke.

Although much of the Talbott
group's time was spent fighting the
county commissioners, the town of
Palisade also proved to be an enemy,
Palisade, he says, "came up with a
scheme to jump the river and annex
Talbott Farms: 'and go on to annex
several thousand acres on the side of
the Grand Mesa." The town's hope
was to provide land for extensive
housing developments to help pay for
the expandedutilities it had borrowed
to build.

"They put several million dollars
into a big water system, and don't
'have any way to pay for it." The
annexation attempt "was our worst
scare .. the town council was very
pro-development. The developer
bragged that he had the council in his
hip pocket." .

The developer;who Talbott says is
nOW roofing houses in Denver, may
have been tight. But a recall
instigated by the out-of-town fruit-
growers succeeded in ejecting a key
council member, and the annexation
effort collapsed,Talbott says.

The speculation would have
collapsed without the efforts of the
Palisade group. "But to some extent,
we survived because we fought them.
Areas that didn't fight, like west of
Palisade, didn't survive" .as fruit-
growing areas. The irrigation ditch
that serves that area, Talbott says,
now has hundreds of people living
along it, making maintenance difficult
and expensive.

"But we're still fighting the same
fights .. land splits, giving away
IRBs" (industrial revenue' bonds) and
a lackofawareness on the part oflocal
government of the need for rational
land use policies,Talbott says.

A development-minded board of
county commissioners would have
both practicaland political reasons for
rural blockbusting.

Grand

Mesa
" ,

Palisades National Bank

A neglected orobard right after the bust

"We're like a chicken with its.. ,

head cut off -- you"get a lot of
activity for a while. '

Residential and commercial devel-
opment and agriculture are uneasy
neighbors. Homes, children and pets
don't mix well with the irrigation
ditches the fruitgrowers need. Bury-
ing or otherwise protecting them
raises the cost of developing a
subdivision. Many homeowners are
uncomfortable about living next to an
orchard which may be sprayed six
times in the course of a summer. And
growers resent the hobby fruit trees a
homeowner may keep, since they are
rarely sprayed and becomesources of
infection for nearby commercial
orchards. Politically,the growers, were
an organized group of opponents.

.NlthOUghfruitgrowing is coming
back, Palisade is hurting.
"There -were eight active real

estate offices here at one time. " Now
most of them are gone. "I love it. And
people ate leavingthe ranchettes (two
or three acres with a horne). The
weeds are growing up. You can't even
see the 'for sale' signs,"

A drive around Fruita's business
section shows empty stores, offices,
gas stations and lumher yards. Other
remnants of the oil shale boom include
public works builtwith OilShale Trust
Fund money. "Palisade is still
thrashing around. They built a facade
on the Legion Hall and an (outdoor)
swimming poolwhichcan be used only
three months of the year."

Like elsewhere in the rural West,
the emphasis in M';sa Counry/and
Palisade is on economic development.
"We're like a chicken that's had its

,
head cut off _. you get a lot of activiry
for a while." Talhott theorizes that
people are using their savings to open
businesses _that take in each other's
laundry without bringing new money
into the area.

The answer, he suggests, is to
develop truck stops and the like to
attract travellers off the nearby
Interstate; to establish small plants
which produce skis, 'mountainwear
and other articles associated with the
Rockies; and _. most important -- to
process local agricultural products
here. "The sheepmen shouldn't be
selling sheep .. they should be selling
sheepskin and leg of lamb."
. Although he saw the Mesa Counry

'Commissioners a few years ago· as
acting in deliberately destructive
ways, he sees local officials now as
hapless, unable to chart a new course.
The last election saw the same kinds
of political figures elected and Talbott
suggests it-will take a generation ~-he
compares it to the Israelites having to
wander in the desert for 40 years after
escaping Egypt .. before a new breed
,will take charge.

, ,For many years to come, lots of
houses and stores will stay
empry or underused here.

Palisade literally shot itself io the foot
when it chose to work against the fruit
industry. They put our land under i lot
of speculative pressure. Theytook our
labor. They raised our costswith sales
and properry taxes. And now they
pester us to death lookingfor work."
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The oil shale boom

weakened agriculture.

in the Fruita area
, ,

john, Ruth 'and Tad Hutchins with an old anti-sales tax bumper sticker

At the lower end of the Grand
Valley 30 miles from Palisade
and 15 miles downriver from

Grand]unction, sits Fruita ..
Although founded as a fruit town.

harsh weather and alkali soil formed in
an ancient lakebed destroyed that
industry, Today, there are few trees of
any kind on the landscape, and the
agriculture is dominated by farms of
com, grain and hay.

The John Hutchins family has been
farming since the 1950s" when they
moved to the' area in the wake of the
uranium bust. The land they farm
today is almost totally paid for, even
though they have absorbed surround-
ing farms over the years as economics
forced them into an ever-larger
"operation.

Tad Hutchins, who is in his.
mid-twenties, and- who is just now
taking over the operation, farms part
of the land; a tenant farms the rest
until Tad can expand the acreage he is
able to work himself. John Hutchins,
in his mid-50s, is semi-retired, and
looks after the hog feeding part of the
operation.

Under John and Ruth Hutchins, it
was the kind of family farm American
agriculture is supposed to be ail about.
Tad recalls that when he and his three
siblings were growing up, it was a
six-person operation. Feed grown on
the farm was fed to weaner pigs which
were raised to market size. Tad says
hogs provide a steady cash flow,
rather than the once-a-year check a
crop operation earns.

The family also runs a small real
estate operation. John Hutchins
recalls, "Each time we bought a farm
we kept, up the house and rented it

instead of letting it fall down." Ruth
Hutchins adds, "We get Mediter-
ranean and Baltic Avenue rents." But
the rents, the hogs and six family
members working together mean that
today the Hutchins own several
hundred acres of good farm land
almost debt-free.

Dn1ike many farms in the broad,
irrigated valley, there is a member of
the younger generation eager to
continue farming. Tad, who has a
degree in archaeology and who spent
two years working on farb;': in
Australia and New-Zealand, says the
thought of being an archaeologist
rather than a farmer made him feel
"rootless ..I would be like other people
of my class and education."
Archaeology, he says, iSI more
interesting than the seven-day-a-week
job of irrigating his fields in the
summer. "But the farm is in my
background. "

That attitude is not typical. "The
native kids look at the family farm as
something to sell" so they can leave
the area.

That urge to sell was heightened
during the boom. The land around the
Hutchins, which is dominated by the
nowbankrupt Gary OilRefinery, is not
as attractive to home builders as
Palisade, with the Grand Mesa and
the orchards as scenic backdrops. But
there.was commercial interest because -,
of a number of warehouses and other
industrial enterprises in the area, and
like land anywhere in the Grand
Valley, it was in demand.

As in Palisade, the farmers reacted
in different -ways. For the most part,
Ruth Hutchins says, "The farmers
here want to farm. But the' county

Inmany cases, the sales
brought grief. Tad continues,
., Selling on contract seemed

like a good deal -- a pension for 15 .
years. But if the buyer didn't keep
farming it, and then defaulted on the
payments, you get back a huge weed
patch. Once they get in there and seed
down, you have a struggle."

Farmers taking back land can
encounter other' problems. Fruita
farmers keep their soil low in alkali by
washing it away with irrigation water.
If the land isn' t irrigated for a couple
of years, alkali-laden water seeps to
the surface from the high water table,
killing all but the native desert
vegetation and leaving white alkali
stains on the land. Like the weeds,
that too can be corrected. "You wash
it down to California." But it is costly,
time-consuming and cuts production
for a while.

A farmer doesn't have to sell to be
hun by the industrial and residential
development, "Everyone likes good
neighbors who keep their weeds
down. Industrial parks don't."

Newcomers are atso a problem.
"There's a tendency to throw things

commissioners and the people in town
want to make a buck, only they don't
know how to do ·it. There's a lot of
mistrust between the farmers and the
powers that be in Grand Junction."
Tad says the allies of the pro-
development people were "people
who aren't good farmers and wanted
to speculate on their land." But there
were also older farmers who sold out
so they could retire.
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into moving water. If you have
neighbors who are junky, their stuff
tends to collect in your ditches. I've
twice gotten litters of puppies out of
the ditch. It's really disgusting to pull
them out of the trash rack." That
doesn't happen when you're sur-
rounded by farmers. "Farmers burn
their trash in barrels or pack it to the
dump." '

But Tad says these things are
annoyances » they don't stop farming;
they only make life more.difficult and
unpleasant. The seri~us problem is
the financial burden left by the boom
and bust.

John Hutchins says, "The farm
equipment dealerships are gone from
Grand Junction. The bankers didn't
care for agriculture during the boom'
and were tough on them. And the
sales and property taxes have
walloped us. Andwe will get whopped
badly on utility costs.

"We've had a hog feedlot for 30
years and always made money. Now
that the valley is suburbanized, my pig
buyers have to travel further to find
enough animals. And the number of
people we can buy our weaner pigs
from in this valley is dropping."

Just as bad, he says, are the
consequences of the outflow of people
and economic activity, leaving farmers
and others who can't or won't leave
the Grand Valleyto pay debts incUrred
during the boom. Government,
non-profit organizations and private
enterprise inMesa County went all out
during the boom to expand its
infrastructure. They built new schools,
expanded the airport, expanded the
local hospital, expanded water and
sewage facilitiesand spent $35 million
after Exxon pulled out to build
bridges, roads and other facilities
throughout the county.

The Hutchins are especially bitter
over the $35million bond issue floated
by Mesa County to build roads and
bridges. The bond issue was financed-
by an extra penny sales tax approved
by the voters in late 1981. John
Hutchins says:
. "The farmers fought the 1981
salestax election. But we got beat by
real etare operators and speculators,
The farmers were outvoted by the
ei1'lk',:' Another Hutchins son, Tom,
helped lead the fight agsinst the
penny sales tax. John Hutchins says
the group spent $1,300 fighting the
issue, but Hanifen-Imhoff, tho
Denver-based bond company, spent
$60,000 secretly in Mesa County in
support of it, •'We would have won if
not for Hanifen-Imhoff.·· The firm was
charged with illegal campaign spend-
ing but not convicted.

The result of that election and
(Continued 011 page 14)
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Grand Junction
rana high
gold fever
_____ ,byJimDow

, I

The people living through
western, Colorado's energy
boom and bust over the last five

years are still bewildered. Most say it
was a period of heady euphoria
followed by thousands, of personal
tragedies that stunned the region.

"It was like a gold rush," said
Greg Flebbe, a senior, planner for
Grand J unction. He recalled that-
developers continued to invest heavily
in the area even as economic calamity
neared: "Gold fever doesn't die
easily.' .

At the dawn of the 1980s,\western
Colorado appeared to be 'at the center
of a new era iri energy development.
Congress had set aside $20 billion for
the U,S. Synthetic Fuels Corp., and
the nation'5 largest oil companies
were gearing up for a series of
massive oil shale projects.
W..estern Colorado has the nation's

richest shale deposits, and as the de
facto capital of the Western Slope,
Grand J unction became regional
headquarters for the oil giants,
'. But when Exxon shut down its

massive Colony oil. shale project in
May, 1982, the collapse began, As the
third anniversary of what locals call
"Black Sunday" approaches, the area
is still in an economic quandary.
Although the smaller towns of
Parachute and Rifle were closer to the
oil shale operations, the hammer fell
heaviest on Grand ) unction. .

"Itwas painful for a lot of people, "
Flebbe said. "It caused a lot of
dislocations, a tremendous number of
bankruptcies and a lot of foreclosures,

"On a graph, the economy looks
like an exponential curve, But behind
each of those foreclosures, there' 5 a
personal tragedy," .

Grand J unction is the counry seat

of Mesa County, and, a, srudy
completed by counry planners said the ,
counry population went from the peak,
boom-time level of 91,000 in 1982 to
83,~00 in 1984, Officials believe the
population is now down a full 10,000,
to 81,000.

Grand J unction is not dominated
by trailers, so the population decline
"hit the ~ousing market hard. During
December, 1984, there were 2,~~0
homes listed for sale. Property
foreclosures soared from 98 in 1980to
nearly 1;000 in 1984, There has been
no complete srudy of vacant offices
and stores, but Flebbe said his "gut
feeling" is that at least one-third of
, the buildings areempry.

The commercial pullouts included
the shutdown of four large grocery
stores, three of them from major
national chains; including Safeway.
Ciry sales tax records show that
between JUl'e, 1984 and February,
I98~, the number of businesses with
sales tax licenses dropped from 1,857
to 1,776. City sales tax collections fell
'from $6,9 million in 1981 to $~.3
million in 1984.

At the counry level, the sales tax
story is even more grim. Voters
approved a counry sales tax in 1982,
and forecasters predicted the tax
would bring the counry $11 million in
.198~,Those estimates have now been
revised to $4.~million.

In addition, the county commis-
sioners are considering refinancing a
$46 million revenue bond because of
the sales tax slump. The bond issue
started out at $36 million in 1982,but
when it was refinanced at a lower
interest rate in 1983, the capitalized
interest, an insurance policy, and'
other costs pushed it up to $46 million,
Despite the first refinancing, however,
the county faces a repayment crunch
in 1986.CounryAdministrator Gordon
Tiffany said the commissioners have

Battlement Mesa after the Exxon shutdown

hired the bonding firm, Boettcher and
Company, to consider the counry's
bond options. A decision will be made
this spring .

The county spent $I million on an
insurance policy when it refinanced its
bonds, At a meeting in January, the
.commissioners even discussed the
possibiliry of paying what the counry
can afford and defaulting on the rest of
its debt, with the insurance company
left holding the bag. But it is unlikely
the county would do that, fearing the
effect on its credit rating and OQ the
rest of western Colorado.

Like the private developers
, caught up in the "gold rush,"

Mesa Counry pushed ahead
with public works projects financed by
the bond issue even after Exxon pulled
out. The then county commissioners
hoped the spending would cushion the
downturn, It did that, but may have
made the ultimate decline all the
steeper.

A sign of the mood in Grand
J unction is the way the local Daily
Sentinel has played some of the bad
news. When it ran a from page story
on the supermarket closings. it
received- an enormous' amount of
criticism, as if it were responsible for
the shutdowns. Possibly as a result,'
the crisis over the bond payments has
not received front page artention..

On a more personal level, the shale
bust has rippled through all of Mesa
Counry. The mayor, Mike Pacheco, for
example, is job hunting, and
communiry observers say that many of

the people who were once active in
community activities -- from local
government to church activities to
little League .. have moved away.

The school population has dropped
by about 1,000, with some schools also
'experiencing a 70 percent turnover in
students,

The Mesa Counry Department of
Social Services estimates welfare
cases have jumped 33percent over the
last two years, and food stamp
allotments are up 40 percent.

Unemployment jumped from ~.9
percent during 1981 to an even 10
percent in J anuary 198~. And the
assistant manager of the local Job
Service office, Al Huber, predicted the
jobless rate will top 10 percent when
updated winter figures are released,
Huber also said the situation may be
worse than statistics indicate. "I know
a lot of people are just moving out.
That hasn't been shown on our
statistics.' ,

Huber said the Exxon pullout
caused the first big wave of
unemployment" with many energy-
related subcontractors falling in the
wake of its massive layoffs,

Exxon's Colony project was the
largest industrial construction project
in the world, with a workforce
company officials eventually estimat-
ed at 2,500. Huber said that when they
were laid off, residential construction
workers soon joined the ranks of the
unemployed. .

On top of that, the falling prices for
oil and gas which helped kill Colony
slowed the drilling industry in the

(Continued on page 16)

Fruita _
(Continued from page 131)

other spending decisions, he says, is
that Grand J unction has become too
expensive a place for farmers, and
they now go '()ut of county for any

. serious' shopping, Business people
must not only pass on the extra penny...
sales tax, but also the higher property

. taxes, higher utility rates,~'h.igher
interest rates they may pay''b&lluse
localbanks have seen so many of their
loans go bad, and higher general
overhead if they expanj.edtheir
operation during the boom. The sales
tax, for example, is bringing the
counry half of what it was projected to
raise.

John Hutchins guesses that rhe
bottom is not yet in sight. He
speculates that Mesa County's
population will fall from its ckrent
level of about 80,000 to about ~~,OOO.

He thinks the area's agriculture,
tourism, retirement and natural
resource extraction can support that
population. He makes no secret of his
prejudice: that that's also the number
which would again make the valley a
pleasant place to live. '

Predictions like that are anathema
to Grand Junction, where many
millions of dollars of highly leveraged
property loans are in default, and
where a large exodi:- .. perhaps
another 10,000 people _. is thought
possible at the end of this school year.
The recent ciry council election
centered on economic development,
with one candidate predicting a
turnaround was just one" or two
"announcements" away.

Such announcements hay, e been
, hard to come by. Grand

J unction had a good shot at a
1,200·employee Stouffer Corporation
food processing plant in 1983.,It was
, beat out by Springville, Utah, (HCN,
10/14/83) in part because or high land
and utiliry costs, high taxes and high

labor costs that are also a legacy of the
boom.

The depressed general conditions
in the Fruita area have hot yet set the
stage for a rebirth of agriculture, as
they have in the upper part of the
Grand Valley, Unlike fruit, the row
crop, cattle and hog operations in the
lower valley are affected by the same
economic conditions as those' else-
where in the nation, John Hutchins
estimates that a farmer can only afford
.to pay $600 to $700 an acre for farm
ground. Land has come down from the
boom prices of the oil shale' days, but
is still much higher than $700.

The combined effect of the general
bust and the depressed farm
conditions are on display in Fruita's
business section. There are a large
number of vacant buildings as well as
several home movie rental places,
karate parlors and exercise studios ..
storefront operation's in larger num-
bers chan Fruita would seem to need.

There is one surviving remnant of
,the communiry's roots: Reynolds

Launderette, which has' only the old
mangle-type washers favored by those
who think the agitator types just don't
get dirt out. Fruita city manager Errol
Snyder says Fruita's population has
stayed fairly steady at 3,800, and the
launderette provides a hint as to why,
The communiry is 4~percent retired or
semi-retired, and not dependent on
the local economy,

Snyder says the communiry also
has a high proportion of young people
-vFruita's elementary school' is the
largest in the county. Its future, he
says, "depends on bringing in jobs to
allow the young people to remain,
We'll be partly a bedroom communiry
to Grand J unction. But we'd also like
to see local development."

Snyder also says, "Agriculture is
having its problems, but we hope it
will become a stable force. We have
some, good, progressive farmers.
Unfortunately, we think of farmers
only in tough times like these."

The Hutchins would agree. ,

..EdMarstolf
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Sodom, without Lot
The Atlantic came to Grand Junction,

Colorado, in April to tell ItS readers about the
West's addiction to booms and busts. As a'
byproduct, we, learned how one of the most
Eastern members. of the Eastern press views this
region.

The article by national correspondent Nicholas
Lemann, titled "Grand Junction can't win for
losing," is about the town's problems in the wake
of the oil shale bust: the suicides among
community leaders and school children, rhe
hemorrhaging population, the 50 percent decline
in property values, the foreclosures on one out of
every 20 homes over the last several years and the
endemic desperation.

These facts led Lemann to decide that Grand
Junction and, by extension, the entire rural West
lacks history and roots: "Grand Junction was
founded in 1881 by George Crawford, who plied a
trade peculiar to the American West .. that of
professional founder and promoter of towns ...
Unlike most towns in the East, Grand] unction was
started first and then given a reason to exist
through assiduous hustling." The hustling led to
irrigation projects "undertaken to create the
possibility of agricultural development. Also,
there was one mineral boom after another."

The long series of booms have loosened the
West's grasp on reality. "The feeling is that the
relationship between the town's development
efforts and prosperity is a lot like that between
prayer and good fortune." Lemann found local
support for the theory that Grand) unction attracts
losers, City manager Mark Achen said, "If you
screwed up in Denver or Salt-Lake or L.A., you'd
come here."

..............A school administrator told Lemann he'd gone
to 13 different schools, following his dad from job
to job. Lemann wrote: "What keeps this life going
is partly mass restlessness, but also a constant
hope for the big score ... " Since this is the hapless
West: " .. .If not the big score, some kind of
score.

The article angered many in the city, but it
pleased the Grand J unction Daily Sentinel The
paper, which draws the wrath of local
businesspeople whenever it mentions the town's
problems, was pleased to enlist so prestigious an
'ally as The Atlantic. It urged residents to eschew
"hometown jingoism" and face the "grim
realities" portrayed in the piece. The Sentinel's
praise was shrugged off in town .. the 'paper is
owned by the Cox chain and seen as a branch of
the same Eastern tree as The Atlantic.

The GrandJunction/Mesa County Chamber of
Commerce, which had promoted the article in its
Grand Times newsletter, reacted predictably.
The Chamber head said the article was negative
and ignored the hopeful events in town: a thriving
mall and a new bank building. (Lemann had
mentioned that the ba-nk's assets were down by
one third and that it had chopped the size of its
new building in half.)

Overall, the reaction to the article was muted.
Partly, that's-because the publicity will help. A
banker in another busted oil shale town once said,
"I'm churning the water to attract sharks" to buy
up depressed real estate. And partly because of a
saying favored in the West: "Fool me once, shame
on you; fool me twice, shame on me." Grand
Junction may feel that complaining about losing its
virginity to the press for the twentieth time is a bit
much.

It may also be that the shrewder members of
Mesa County's establishment were relieved The
Atlantic had let them off so easily. Lemann
accurately described the urban effects of the bust.
But he ignored the countryside. And in his
analysis, he fell back on the old cliches about
rootlessness and about Westerners who stand tall
in the saddle so they can get closer to the federal
teat. "Every day the paper carries news about
some kind of program that might directly benefit
western Colorado: subsidized Amtrak service,
military bases, water projects; grazing lands."

Taken together, his article described a town

filled with mindless but not unpleasant people in
search of instant, undeserved wealth. Lemann
omitted from his article the local people who had
fought the boom. It was as if he had reported on
Sodom and -Gomorrah without interviewing Lot.
Opponents were a small minority, but it is only in"
the fact of opposition to the boom that two things
'become clear: that Grand) unction and other
towns in the West didn't have to risk everything on
booms, and that deliberately destructive things
were done' to the people and the underlying
.economy in the name of total change.

Certainly, Lemann' s analysis of the West as
rootless and lacking a history and underlying
economy would have been impossible had he
travelled east and north to Meeker, the county seat
of neighboring Rio Blanco county. Meeker is a
small cow and sheep town of about 2600 people on
the border of shale deposits which contain more oil
than Saudi Arabia, Like 'Grand Junction, it had'
every opportunity to ride a boom in 1980 and 1981.
Instead, its rancher-county commissioners told the
largest oil companies in the world to "bus your
workers in and then bus-them out."

Rio Blanco County was willing to accept a
permanent oil shale workforce, but it. wanted no
part of the construction boom. It feared that
several years of chaos would drive out its cattle
and sheep ranchers and destroy the rural character
of the community. Rio Blanco County was willing
to accept change, but not rapid change, and not
change at the price of its historic economy and way
. of life,

By comparison,' the people who ran Grand
) unction were willing, even eager, to drive out
agriculture, and to push up costs to where retirees
and other low income people could no longer live
there, The Mesa County commissioners approved
land splits, subdivisions, utility placements and
commercial development which fragmented
existing land use patterns, guaranteed disruption
of farming practices and endangered the network
of irrigation ditches on which the Grand Valley's
fruit, hayand row crops depend.

Throughout the boom, energy development
was used as a deus .ex machina to destroy one
community and way of life and replace it with
another. Industry has some responsibility for what
happened. But the real havoc was wreaked by local
government, landowners and banks.

Why dredge this up? Because in the guise of
economic development, there is still occurring a
destruction of what is sustainable in pursuit of the
unsustainable and inappropriate. To take one
example, the air quality standards in the Grand
J unction area are kept high by the presence of the
Colorado National Monument: a colorful, scenic
uplift which attracts tourists and is an amenity to
area residents,

Within the last several weeks, in the name of
economic development, the .ciry councils of Grand
] unction and Fruita have 'passed resolutions
demanding that the air quality standards be
lowered so that a very dirty-calcining operation run

•

by the Gary Refinery can operate without keeping
out other industries.

It is not only in the Grand Valley that inappro-
priate actions are occurring in the name of
economic development. Utah, for example, is
pushing to pave the Burr Trail. Every pretty valley
in the Rockies has some sort of second home and
. hot dog stand promoter looking for land use
permits and financing. And the'last session of the
Wyoming Legislature tried to justify everything
from an abandonment of reclamation of uranium
mines to construction of water projects on the
basis of economic development'.

I

An understanding of the ongoing econorruc
paroxysm is necessary, then, to avoid making
similar mistakes in' the drive for economic
development. That understanding includes
bringing to light die unpleasant fact that much of
what went on in the late'1970s and early 1980s was
villainous and destructive. Despite The Atlatitic,
the West is not rootless and shiftless. But in the
last several years, the rootless and shiftless forces
have had their way.

It is also important that the consequences of
the past reckless years be examined. We estimate
that in just a few years, Mesa County and its towns
incurred a public debt of about $80 millio~. Much
more than that was assumed by private land
developers dealing in speculative real estate
projects.

It is our guess that the shrinking population of
Mesa County cannot payoff those debts despite
continuous refinancing. Meanwhile, the debt acts
as a dead hand on the economy of that valley,
Existing businesses find it expensive to operate;
people find it expensive to live. New businesses
and individuals are reluctant to move to Mesa
County, and to similar communities throughout
the rural West, because they do not want to help'
payoff this enormous overhead in the form of high
taxes, high utility costs, high land costs and high
labor cos ts.

The Mesa Counties of the West are like Mexico
or Brazil, in debt to the developed part of America,
We don't know if a default, similar to the WPPSS
default which appears to have served the
Northwest well, is the answer, But we do know
that despite legions of consultants and economic
developmenj.jagencies, we are yet to -read an
analysis wh~tP-onestly confronts the mess many
communities in the Rocky Mountain states have
, been boostered into.

Nor-do we look for any such examination for
quite a while. Despite the bust and the obvious
failure of old policies, the region is' still led by
'people who first took us into the swamp. In these
, desperate times, they 'are being clung to more
loyally than ever. The most hopeful thing to be
said is that, perhaps beneath the surface, working
slowly and out of sight, forces are at work which
will eventually change things,

,·Ed Marston
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Retort complex at Unocal's Parachute Creek Shale OilProject

Agreat deal rides on Unocal's oil shale project
Back in May 1982, when Exxon

pulled out of its Colony Project, Union
Oil's irrepressible president Fred
Hartley crowed that Exxon hadn't
know what it was doing and had had
no business getting into oil shale.

Since then, Hartley has been a lot
quieter. His own oil shale project, a
$650 million mine-retort-upgrading
plant right next to Exxon's aband'oned.
·site outside Parachute, Colorado, has
been complete since September 1983.
But it has yet to run at anywhere near
its theoretical capacity of 10,000
barrels per day. The enormous retort,
intended to heat ground-up shale until
rhe solid- kerogen is converted into
liquid and gaseous oil, has been shut
down numerous times by the
asphalt-Like cooked shale, which
I..-:.ogged the retort's cooling and
;-sposal devices.

Despite the problems, Unocal, as it
• : now called, has kept its full
, mtingent of 550 employees on the
ayroll for the 20, months since
art-up. A 'sign of the project's straits
the "jubilation" with which officials

- ·eeted a run in April, during which

the retort reportedly worked for seven
hours and produced 6,000 barrels of
oil.

Hartley has said it is important to
see the project in perspective: )'When
you consider the Jxe-r-age well
produces 17 barrels a day, this is one
hell of a big oil welL.. This is not kid
. sniff where we're playing with tinker
toys up on the mountain here."

.Hartley may be playing with the
future of his own firm and of the oil
. shale industry. Oil company raider, or
savior, depending on how you see
things, T. Boone Pickes and associates
have acquired close to 15 percent of
Unocal's stock. Pickens' ideology is
that some oil companies are so poorly
managed, they are most valuable
dead, with their assets" distributed to
better-managed firms. In the case of
Unocal, its stock sold for about $35 a
share before Pickens began buying
it; the value of its oil reserves is' $74 a
share.

There is also pressure on Unocal in
the public sector, with over $6 billion
at stake for western Colorado. For
starts, Unocal can collect $400 million

in contracred federal price subsidies
for its present project only if it
produces oil. The $400 million will be
paid to Unocal on a per barrel basis,
raising its revenue to abour $50 per
barrel from the market price of $28 per
barrel.

Also at stake is a subsidy pf $2.7
billion to Unocal for the second phase
of its oil shale project; as well as a
$2.19 billion subsidy to the C·B
consortium of Occidental and Ten-
neco. The quasi-private Synthetic
Fuels Corporation, which is funded by
Congress, has signed letters of intent
with both projects, but they are
unlikely to be ·executed unless Unocal
shows that its technology can work at a
sustained rate over several months.

In addition, a: -recent Reagan
appointee to the SFC board, former
congressman Tom Corcoran, is urging
the already scaled-back SFC (down
from Carter's proposed $88 billion to
$14 billion to the present $8.8 billion)
to "move very slowly, so that the
Congress doesn't further slash the
SFC's budget.

Local governments in Colorado's
northwest counties say they also have

'a stake in Unocal's retort. Jim Evans,
. the head of the four-county Associa-
tion of Governments, says, "Our big
fear is that Union will shut down. The
Synfuels Corp. won't invest in oil
shale if Union's project doesn't
work."

That, predicts Evans, would doom
"northwest Colorado to some future
cycle of boom and bust. He says the
one hope for stability is to get several
projects on line now, rather than have
the nation panic in the future and try
to start a major industry from scratch.

To control oil shale development if
it "comes, the northwest counties are
attempting to convince the Bureau of
Land Management to build local land
use laws and socio-economic impact
mitigation into any oil shale leases
they issue. The agency put such
requirements into its draft Piceance
Basin Resource Management Plan,
but removed it from the final version
in response to protests from the oil
shale industry. A response by the
BLM to the counties' protest to the
final form of the plan is expected soon.

--E.M.
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ea, causing more layoffs. Grand
.mction draws trade from throughout .r

estern Colorado, where a slumping
-el industry led to layoffs for coal
ning, and hundreds of ura~~m
.ners .and processing plant workers
"came jobless as the nuclear energy
dustry rook a parallel dive with oii

scale.
,"There are just more places

Closing and more businesses laying off
a few people itt a time," "H~ber said.
· "Many stores are down to just the
manager. It's sad to go in a place and
nobody's there any more.
."If a lot of people could sell their

house or move away they would, but
you can't sell your house very easily,"

Huber added.· "People don't know
what to do."

After what has become a long
period of economic difficulry, if not
outright poverty for many, Grand
junction's energy bust has. created a
strain that has senr scr res of people
over the line mentally.

"Obviously, the economic condi-
tions are very stressful here," said Dr.
Robin Gordon, the clinical supervisor
and assistant director for the Colorado
West Regional Mental Health Center
in Grand] unction. "In terms of stress
from the economic situation, you find
it's indirectly connected, if not
directly. "

He said the clinic treats many
. single mothers who have been-

subjected to beating and
general abuse, as well as families hit
by frustrations leading to sexual abuse

4 teeteeM'
of children. Other common problems
include depression, alcoholism and
multiple- drug abuse.

"These are folks who are hurting
in an acute way," he said. They want _
something done immediately. They're
saying, 'Help me, I'm hurt.' ..

For some patients, mental prob-
lems come from fears about Ia basic
ability to survive. "We've had people
come in who can't afford $2 (an
hour),." Gordon said.

Suicide statistics are also reveal-
ing. Over the last twO yea;rs, Mesa
County's suicide rate has been mor.e
than twice '\.the national average,
according to Dr. Ken Lampert, from
the counry health.service office. "It's
been particularly high the last couple
of years," he said, while adding that
the county consistently tops the
national suicide rate.

During 1984, 22 county residents

died at their own hands. That
translates into a rate of 26.2 per
100,000 people. The national rate is 12
per 100,000.-

Ironically, the bust has occurred in
a" region known for its recreational .
opportunities. I

"The Western Slope has so much
natural beauty, and sometimes it
seems people want to develop this
'area in spite of it," "county planner
Flebbe said. "My fear is, if Exxon
said they were opening shop again
tomorrow, people would think every-

. thing" is back to business as usual.
That carries some very serious
implications.' ,

b
Jim Dow is former editor of the
Rifle Tnbune, which recently folded.as
a result of the economic decline. He is
currently editor of the Avon-Beaver
Creek Times,


